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1909 BUDA Catalogue Velocipede Pages below, 

The differences between these machines and the Sheffield ones are small except for the 

Pressed steel wheels, the shape of the Bearing Adjusting Nuts (but 20th Century Buda 

machines also had hex nuts) and the parts Numbers all prefixed “V” on the BUDA castings. 

 
Buda V78 Square Adjusting Nut For Ball Bearing 

 
Cross section of Buda bearing. 

  
Buda Square Adjusting Nut Removed. 

 
Later Buda V78  “Hex Nut” Axle Box 
 

  
Later Buda machines had a new foot rest 

Differences from Sheffield Machines 

 
 Sheffield Hex Adjusting Nut For Ball Bearing.  

The hex nut is quicker to machine in a 3 jaw lathe 

chuck than a 4 jaw chuck for the square nut, which 

is probably why Buda too adopted the hex later. 
 

VERY EARLY AXLE BOXES 

In 1894 Sheffield introduced the boxes 

below, Only one machine in the UK has these 

(and our modern copy). 

   

 

 

On the internet 1894 Sheffield Catalogue 

http://pds.lib.harvard.edu/pds/view/46387752 

So the ball bearing boxes are all later. 

http://www.velocipedes.co.uk/
http://pds.lib.harvard.edu/pds/view/46387752


From the Black Museum 
We have been collecting for years and keep a pile of bits usually known as “brown lace”. 

Rust damage on old BUDA wheels  
Buda wheels are prone to rust in the rolled back (double thickness) section of the tread. 

 
 

 
The fold has rusted from the inside, swelled and been worn down. The two layers have been cut apart 

and are only held together by the rust. 

 
This one would have been like the one above until use has thinned and work hardened it and it burst.  

 

(The zigzag line is my reminder to cut the wheel off the axle and not reuse it).  



 
The burst from side on. 

 

These are Velocipede wheels below, which are thinner, 1/8 inch originally. 
 

 
 

They have the same sort of problems between the layers 

  

For patches near the rim, I braze them on.                                     This wheel is too far gone 

I am bad at welding thin metal, it disappears, and  

I find brazing with oxy-propane much safer.  



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 


